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A very exciting weekend for a large Duck, a
gaggle of WSRer's and some "Service Above
Self" Westport volunteers.

As you know, Sunny was moved last Wednesday from
the front of the Library to the center of Jesup Green
Unfortunately, Sunny couldn't stay on that town owned land for very long.
Helen Garten's plea at the Friday meeting for volunteers and boats to help
get Sunny into the water awakened the inner child in a number of
WSR'ers, as well as Helen's husband Michael Wiseman.
Jeff Cohen borrowed Ken Bernhard's canoe and followed Michael (in a
dinghy) downstream.
They were met at Jesup Green by Ralph, John Hendrickson, Bruce Paul,

Arlo, Dennis, Helen and a volunteer who didn't realize his picture taking
of our efforts would result in our asking for his help.
The plan - drag Sunny on the blue tarp from Jesup Green, through the
parking lot, up to the river's edge and then hopefully heave ho.

The Westport Marine Police were on hand. They had
offered to help (potential tow), but at the moment, they
were just taking pictures.
The WSRer's stopped some cars, asked one person to kindly move out of
a parking spot, dragged tarp and Duck straight over a plant (it survived),
and heaved hoed and pushed Sunny into a face plant in the water. You
would expect a bunch of college kids to do this kind of thing. But when it
comes to small and large yellow ducks, people do silly things.

After a couple of attempts, they got her in the sitting position, in the water.
See the pictures by Steve Violette from his office window.

TAH DAH!!

The next hour was spent, with a very big assist from the
Westport police (who towed her and helped hold her in
place), anchoring her and tying her off to the rail and
bridge.

Along with some crew folk taking a breather to watch,
you can see Michael Wiseman in the dingy and Jeff
Cohen in the canoe on the left side of Sunny, struggling
with the Duck.

She sat well for about a day, but yesterday's heat and
maybe some wind, put Sunny into a napping position.
Even Dan Woog 06880 blog commented about the
resting duck.

This morning (Sunday May 29), a number of
indefatigable WSRer's ventured down to the river, to try
to figure out a game plan.
Get her sitting? How?
Deflate and remove from river? How?
Before YOU fall over and rest like Sunny from the suspense, here it is.

Three non Rotarian river venturers volunteered to help:
Morley - a friend of Helen's
Jamie Bairaktaris - Student of the Month winner and Dick Eldh /
Westport Sunrise Rotary STG scholarship winner
Orlando Fonseca - friend of Ralph's

And here it is.

Our intrepid landlocked reporter, Paul Lenihan, filed this
report, while ordering pizza from Joe's, for himself, the
river volunteers, Helen, Ralph, Dennis, (this writer may
leave out someone, I apologize) and a couple of land
based non- Rotarian volunteers.
"Three volunteer smart sailor types almost done in the river. I'm ordering
Joe's delivery pizza now."
"Suck secured. (He probably meant duck). There are two cement buckets
on each side of sunny to bow anchors downstream and one tail anchor on
the corner of the bridge and the collar lines are in place as well."
"We have names and phone numbers and emails to give them (Morley,
Jamie, Orlando) some kind of recognition."

Will Sunny stay upright for more than 24 hours?
Will a band of WSRer's attempt to tow her to the Black
Duck this week and then back upriver for the Great Duck
Race?
How the heck ARE we going to get the Duck out of the
water?
Stay tuned.
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on strengthening fellowship and ensuring the smooth functioning of
Rotary clubs.

Vocational Service (Four-WayTest)
Vocational Service involves club members serving others through their
professions and aspiring to high ethical standards. Rotarians, as business
leaders, share skills and expertise through their vocations, and they
inspire others in the process.
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